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SGA holds student forum on smoke-ban

with a small survey given out
in front of the cafeteria but
then moved on to work with
faculty and staff committees
as a possibility that students
might want to pursue.
The senator then sent
the information to Xavier
President Father Michael
Graham, who asked for
more information and research to get a better representative sample of the
student population. SGA
decided to do more research
and created a committee to
address the idea.
The forum began at 7
SP ZLWK D SDQHO RI  ÀYH
current members of SGA
showing a PowerPoint
about possible options for
the future of smoking on
campus. The panel consisted of SGA Vice President
Michael Quigley and curPhoto courtesy of Wikipedia
A forum was held by SGA last week to hear student feedback on the rent Senators Josh House,
proposed smoking ban. Results from an earlier online poll came back split. Johnny
Srsch, Mckenie
Lauver, Michael Krauza and
BY KEVIN THOMAS
input in a poll that was part of
the chair of the commitStaff Writer
the recent executive election.
tee on smoking, Senator Chris
Student Government Association
The idea for a smoke-free Harding. The PowerPoint in(SGA) held a forum last Thursday campus originally came from a cluded information gathered by
in the Arrupe Overlook to dis- student Senator who has since the committee on policies incuss the issue of smoking on VWHSSHG GRZQ IURP RIÀFH 7KH stituted at other universities recampus after receiving student former Senator began the project garding smoking.

“We were encouraged to talk
with the rest of the crowd,” said
ÀUVW\HDU $PDQGD %RUXFNL D
smoker who attended the forum.
“It wasn’t led by student government. It was more of an open
discussion.”
The forum was attended by
a diverse group of around 30
people.
“It was smokers, it was
QRQVPRNHUVµ %RUXFNL VDLG ´,W
was all years, freshmen through
seniors. It was a very wide variety. There were people who
used to smoke, but don’t smoke
now, who still advocated for
smoking on campus. There were
non-smokers who said, ‘This is
our right.’ It was a good mix of
people.”
The forum served as a way
for students to make their voices
heard by SGA. Many found teh
forum setup more personal than
clicking “yes” or “no” on an online poll.
“There wasn’t a real huge
consensus from (the survey on
the executive election),” Quigley
VDLG ´VSHFLÀFDOO\ WKH ÀUVW TXHVtion of it being an issue on campus, which was practically a 5050 split, and then also given the
fact that we had publicized the
event and got a huge draw from

essentially only smokers. I think
if it was such a huge issue for
non-smokers, they would have
also come to the forum and expressed their concerns.”
The committee has plans to
meet again today, Wednesday,
Nov. 16, to discuss where to
move forward given the information discussed at the forum and
to present different ideas for the
future.
“We came up with numerous initiatives that were actually
derived from the forum and the
individuals at the forum, moving
away from the whole banning
ideology,” House said. “When
you ban people, or ban people’s
actions, then you’re marginalizing
a group.”
“To take this group of people
who are already somewhat stigmatized in our society for some
reason or another—to basically
put them in a box—it goes very
much against the Jesuit values,”
Quigley said. “Another point
that was brought up (in the forum) was that we should be able
to make our own health decisions. The university doesn’t tell
us that we can’t drink Mountain
Dew. It almost seems like smoking is somewhat of an easy
target.”

BY HANNAH PAIGE MICHELS
Head Photo Editor
A “record number of calls”
to Trans Lifeline, a 24/7 crisis
and suicide prevention hotline
by and for the transgender community, were recorded following
Donald Trump’s presidential win
last week.
Similarly, calls spiked for the
National Suicide Prevention
Hotline and The Trevor Project,
as well as texts spiking for Crisis
Text Line. Greta Martela, Trans
Lifeline’s co-founder and execXWLYH GLUHFWRU WROG $%& 1HZV
that the hotline received more
calls during election night and
the following day than in all of
November 2015.
Project Director of the
National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline John Draper told CNN
that the link between the election
results and the spike in calls is
“pretty undeniable.” After working in suicide prevention for 25
years, Draper says, “I can’t say
I’ve seen anything like this... And
it’s certainly not something I’ve
ever seen in an election.”

discussion regarding issues like
the alarming 13percent unemployment rate for transgender
people and unprotected housing.
Kelsey
O’Neil,
Assistant
Director for the CDI, described the
Wednesday following Election Day.
“Things just felt really
KHDY\µ 2·1HLO VDLG µ%XW , GR
feel like there are a lot of people
who are sharing my sentiments,
are sharing concern for their
fellow students, staff and faculty, regardless of their political
views. It’s not about politics. It’s
about the respect of your fellow
students.”
After the election, reports of
hate crimes have been pouring
in. As of Monday, the Southern
Poverty Law Center (SPLC) has
counted more than 300 incidents
of “hateful harassment and intimidation” since Election Day.
The organization’s president
Richard Cohen says, “They’ve
been everywhere -- in schools, in
places of business like Wal-Mart,
on the street.”
$FFRUGLQJ WR WKH %XIIDOR
News, a softball dugout in

Wellsville, N.Y., was vandalized
with a swastika and the words
“Make America white again.”
The Washington Post reported
that a Muslim student in Ann
Arbor, Mich., was approached by
a man threatening to set her on
ÀUH XQOHVV VKH UHPRYHG KHU KLMDE %DWKURRPV DW 0DSOH *URYH
Senior High School in Minnesota
KDYH EHHQ JUDIÀWLHG ZLWK ´*R
back to Africa” and “Make
America great again,” according
WR$%&
;DYLHU·V /*%74 $OOLDQFH
aims to provide a safe space for
students if they are experiencing
uncertainty and fear following
the election.
“I want to help students, faculty and staff who are feeling alone
right now to know that they are not
alone, that the community here at
Xavier and CDI cares about them
and are here to support them,”
O’Neil said. “They encourage
students to use resources, practice
self-care and be patient.”
;DYLHU·V /*%74 $OOLDQFH
meets Wednesdays from 4-5 p.m.
in the CDI.

Suicide hotline calls increase after election
The day after the election,
the top two words mentioned
by texters to the Crisis Text Line
were “election” and “scared.”
7KHSKUDVH´/*%74µZDVPRVW
commonly tied to the word
“scared.”
According to CNN, The
7UHYRU 3URMHFW ÀHOGHG  SHUcent more calls post-election
than following the Pulse nightclub shooting in Orlando, Fl.,
in June. The organization’s deputy director Steve Mendelsohn
told CNN, “Young people are
calling us who’ve never called
us before. They’re scared, and
they don’t know who to turn to...
Given all the rhetoric that they’ve
heard leading up to the election, it makes sense that they’re
frightened.”
Lesbian, gay and bisexual
youth are four times more likely to attempt suicide than their
straight peers. Nearly half of
transgender youth have contemSODWHGVXLFLGHDQGDTXDUWHUKDYH
made an attempt, according to
The Trevor Project’s website.
Callers have expressed con-

cern for the repeal of the
Affordable Care Act, loss of
insurance and uncertainty about
KRZ WR DFTXLUH KRUPRQHV RU
undergo surgeries. According
to the Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (GLAAD)
and the National Coalition
of Anti-Violence Programs
(NCAVP), 2016 has been the
deadliest year for transgender
people in the United States.
GLAAD said that the murders of 24 transgender people
have been reported, though the
number could be higher due to
misgendering.
;DYLHU /*%74 $OOLDQFH
Center for Diversity and
Inclusion (CDI) and Center for
Faith and Justice (CFJ) are gathering for Transgender Day of
Remembrance on Monday, Nov.
 DW  SP LQ WKH &)- RIÀFH
(GSC 310). The day is recognized
internationally to remember the
more than 60 people worldwide
who have been killed this year due
to anti-transgender violence. The
name of each person will be read
off, and there will be thoughtful
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7UXPSZLQVRIÀFH;DYLHUUHDFWV

BY ERICA LAMPERT

to 48 votes for the Democratic
Party. The Republicans also won
the house majority with 239 repAfter a long election season, resentatives to the Democrats 192
many Xavier students watched their votes.
Xavier students left their mark
YRWHV FRXQW IRU WKH ÀUVW WLPH DQG
on
the election this year, with more
saw Donald Trump become the new
than
400 on-campus residents
President-elect in a suprising victory.
taking
the Student Government
Trump locked up the position
Association
(SGA) voter shuttle
over rival Hillary Clinton by almost
to
the
election
polls.
60 electoral votes after winning
According
to the Assoicate
the swing states of Ohio, Florida,
Director
of
Student
Involvement
Pennsylvania, Iowa and Wisconsin
Dustin
Lewis,
nearly
all riders
that President Barack Obama won
ZHUHÀUVWWLPHYRWHUVDOOOLYHGRQ
in 2008.
While Trump had won the FDPSXVDQGWKHÀQDOFRXQWRI ULGElectoral College votes, Clinton won ership was 413.
The Hamilton County Board
the popular vote 61,166,160 votes
of
Elections reported that 571
to 60,475,727 votes.
people
registered to vote this
“I was surprised at how inacyear
using
an on-campus adcurate the predicted outcomes
dress.
There
were also some
were, and it feels like our votes
that
were
already
registered and
mean nothing if the popular vote
many
that
voted
absentee
in their
was for Hillary but the electoral
home
states.
One
student
senator,
votes elected Trump,” junior
Brandon Luther, was in charge of
Kate Frank said.
Along with Trump’s surprise organization and funds for the
victory in the presidential election, shuttle as his senate project.
“It was something mentioned
Republicans also won the sento
over the summer. Discussions
ate with their 51 votes compared

Staff Writer

with the bus company started a
little over a month ago,” Luther
said. “Its something college sudents deserve, especially with an
election as intense as this one.”
The number of students
bussed does not include students
who voted absentee, voted early,
or the large numner of students
who live off campus and voted at
other polls.
“I thought the shuttle was a
great idea, and I enjoyed it,” junior
Devon James said. “I don’t have a
car on campus, and I didn’t want
to inconvenience my roommate
who had already voted absentee
by driving me and waiting for me
WR YRWH , ZRXOG GHÀQLWHO\ ULGH
it again and thought it was very
helpful.”
A number of other students
set up tables before the election
encouraging students to register
to vote, and several others were
set up during Election Day for
any students who had any questions. Almost every whiteboard
and chalkboard around campus
contained messages encouraging

Photo courtesy of avonewsonline.org

Students wait in line to vote. Donald Trump won after taking several states that polls showed going to Clinton.

Fresh cookin’

Give thanks

A&E, page 11

Feature, page 12

Staff writer Jason Smith
covers the newest
cooking show featuring Martha Stewart and
Snoop Dogg.

Guest writer Claire Dunn
pens an essay on being
thankful during the holiday
season.

students to get out and vote as
well.
Since the election, Trump is
planning on putting his 100 day
plan, or the “Donald J. Trump
Contract With The American
Voter” into action as soon as he
VWHSVLQRIÀFH
His plan has two parts with the
ÀUVW SDUW FRQWDLQLQJ D OLVW RI  
measures that he hopes to enact
GXULQJKLVÀUVWGD\DVSUHVLGHQW
This includes a proposal that
will place term limits on members
of Congress, remove restrictions
on domestic oil and natural gas
production, and renegotiate or
withdraw from the North America
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Trump also plans on undoing any executive actions he believes to be unconstitutional that
Obama previously ordered.
He also wants to remove 2 million “criminal illegal immigrants”
and “suspend immigration from
terror-prone regions” to the
United States.
The second part of his plan
contains a list of 10 legislative
proposals that he plans to introduce to Congress and pass within
KLVÀUVWGD\V
This list includes a tax reform
that cuts corporate and personal
income tax rates and a proposal to
build a wall along the U.S.-Mexico
border.
The plan also includes a legislative proposal to repeal and replace
the Affordable Care Act, also
known as Obamacare.
“I think we’re going to do some
absolutely spectacular things for
the American people,” Trump
said. “We can’t get started fast
enough, whether it’s health care
or immigration. So many different
things.”
Clinton publicly conceded the
election to Donald J. Trump the
day after the election and acknowledged the pain of the defeat.
She called on all her supporters
to accept that he would be president and to give him a chance to
lead with an open mind.
“We owe him an open mind
and a chance to lead,” Clinton
said.
Obama also said that he would
work to ensure a smooth transition to a Trump administration
and that he is rooting for his success in the position despite their
differences.
“Sometimes you lose an argument, sometimes you lose an election,” Obama said. “But the path
this country has taken has never
been a straight line. We zig and
zag.”
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‘Stop Trump’ and Black Lives Matter protestors join forces

Photo courtesy of Antonia Ramirez

Pictured left to right, juniors Clahe Jones, Antonia Ramirez, Jamie Sarkozi and Zeina Farhat joined the “Stop Trump” and Black Lives Matter protests downtown this weekend.

BY REGINA WRIGHT

Campus News Editor
“No Justice, No Peace” echoed
through the streets of downtown
Cincinnati as more than 2,000
protestors gathered to demonstrate against the President-elect
and the recent mistrial of Ray
Tensing.
After the Presidential Election
on Nov. 8, Donald J. Trump was
declared President-elect. The results were considered upsetting
after Hillary Clinton was predicted to win by The New York Times,
7KH+XIÀQJWRQ3RVWand other major news outlets. After the announcement many demonstrators participated in walk-outs and
protests, some of which turned
into riots.
“I do not believe that I or
anyone else deserves to live in
a country where the president
and vice president elect are narrow-minded bigots and have
made racist, homophobic, sexist,
predatory, etc. comments against
a huge population of our country,” Antonia Ramirez, a junior
international studies major, said.
“I am a proud Latina, and I can
not believe that a man this horULÀF ZRQ WKH HOHFWRUDO FROOHJH ,
am with her and will always be
until we shatter the glass ceiling
for good. Hillary won the popular vote, he is not my president.”
The “Peaceful Protest to Stop
Trump in Cincinnati” was created
by Jacob Gordon, an organizer
of the “Stop Trump” movement.
“Please join our peaceful protest in Cincinnati, Ohio to stop

Trump from oppressing minorities across America,” Gordon
posted on the group’s Facebook
SDJH´:HDUHÀJKWLQJIRUWKHSURtection of marriage equality, prochoice for women, and protection
of immigrants from deportation.
´7KLVLVRXUÀUVWUDOO\WRPRELlize the American base to defend
our democracy. We as Americans
have witnessed Trump inciting
hatred against Muslims, immigrants, women, the disabled. We
have seen him evidencing dangerous tendencies that threaten
the bedrock of democracy: unleashing a lynch mob mentality
against protestors, calling for the
expulsion of Muslims from the
country, bullying and fear-mongering. We as Americans do not
support this ideology.”
The protest was originally
planned for Nov. 12 from 1 p.m.
until 3 p.m. at Fountain Square but
was moved to Nov. 19 after the
mistrial of the Ray Tensing case
was announced. However, the
protest continued due to popular
demand and protestors attended
despite the date change.
´7KLV ZDV P\ YHU\ ÀUVW SURtest,” Katherine Hohl, a junior
nursing major, said. “I went into it
with some excitement and apprehension. I was excited to gather
together with people who shared
my political views, but I was nervous that this protest was going to
turn into a riot. I liked feeling the
sense of camaraderie with people
who are just as scared and devastated as I am about the results of
this election.”

The “Stop Trump” protest
began at Fountain Square and
the Black Lives Matter protest
began at the Hamilton County
Courthouse. The two protests
merged into one near Washington
Park.
“The BLM [movement] is cohesive with the anti-Trump movement,” Ramirez said. “I don’t believe that you can be for Trump
and believe in the Black Lives
Matter movement. Trump doesn’t
respect Black lives.”
As different “Stop Trump”
protests continue to sweep across
the nation, different themes run
through them: immigration, women’s rights and civil rights.
“Although I do not think that
this protest is going to change
the results of this election, it
was a great way for me to cope
with these awful election results,”
Hohl said. “It was powerful to
see people of all different backgrounds come together for a
common cause. It was exhilarating to march through the streets
while people in cars would honk
their horns at you. The entire
protest had vibes of sadness, anger, and fear.”
Protestors marched for a
about two hours, moving from
Fountain Square along Vine
Street to Washington Park and
back. During the march, chants
such as “Love Trumps hate,”
“No justice, no peace, no racists
police,” “Hands up, don’t shoot”
and “Not my president” could be
heard from the protestors.
“My favorite chant was

‘Love Trumps hate,’” Hohl said.
“Trump’s sexist and racist talk on
the campaign trail is the reason
why I dislike him and the idea of
him being president so much. I
really do think that world would
be a better place if people lived
by that phrase. No matter what
Trump and his administration
end up doing during his stint
as presidency, people can get
through this together if we treat
each other as humans who all deserve to be treated with dignity
and respect. Trump does not live
by those ideals.”
Toward the end of the protest,
a moment of silence was held for
Sam DuBose. This was followed
by several speeches from community members.
“I did have a favorite speech.
She was part of the BLM movement,” junior Mollie Walters said.
“It didn’t seem like she was giving a speech, it sounded more
like a poem. She said, ‘this generation isn’t lost. This generation
is scared. Like a wounded animal
desperate to protect whatever we
have left.’ She said we forget the
beauty in everything we have, and
so we destroy it. ‘This isn’t the
future we envisioned, and that’s
why we’re mad... Even if the
point was to teach us all a lesson,
if I’m killed over a civil disagreement, we all know who the judicial system is protecting.’”
The protest raised fears in
Cincinnati as other protests across
the nation like those in Oregon
and California, have turned into
riots. However, the Cincinnati

protests remained peaceful.
“As a whole, I thought the
protest was great. It was powerful. It inspired me. All these
strangers came together for the
VDPH ÀJKW LW ZDV EHDXWLIXOµ
Walters said. “It was actually the
anti-Trump protest that joined in
with the BLM movement. It was
amazing. Everyone cheered and
gladly shared chants. We were
HVVHQWLDOO\ ÀJKWLQJ IRU WKH VDPH
things, justice and peace and
eliminating hate. The joining of
the two groups just made it that
much more powerful. We may
have been protesting different
things, but we showed compassion and love for each other, and
that is exactly what this country
needs right now.”
The second “Stop Trump”
protest will be held on Nov. 19,
and over 400 Facebook users
have tagged themselves as attending the event.
“I love protests and plan on
attending another one,” Ramirez
said. “I think our generation
spends too much time online
complaining and not enough time
campaigning. The most effective
way to get people to listen and
to make change is to take action.
While a hashtag has proven to be
very effective, the national coverage that protests and marches
get is more noticeable. It’s also
amazing to see that it’s not just
our generation. It’s people of all
ages, ethnicities, sexual orientations and social classes coming
together to try and get people to
listen and make change.”
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selves in harm’s way to keep that
suspect from coming back out at
the students,” Giles said.
The FBI crime trends and statistics tables for 2015 reported
127,189 individual cases of aggravated assault with a knife.
This is a 0.6 percent increase
IURP  +RZHYHU FULPH LQ
other capacities has been trending down.
According to Associated Press,
the suspect is a 16-year-old sophomore and was homeschooled
until he joined the high school
this year. The student did not
have a conduct record prior to
this incident.
Photo courtesy of Deseret.com
Reuters reported that wounds
A family embraces each other outside Mountain View High School in Orem,
suffered
by the victims ranged
8WDKDIWHUÀYHYLFWLPVZHUHVWDEEHGE\D\HDUROGVWXGHQWRQ1RY
from minor to critical, appearing
BY MAX BRUNS
school recourse officer man- primarily on the neck and upper
Advertising Manager
aged to subdue him with a stun torso.
Response to this particuFive students at Mountain gun, according to Reuters.
The suspect and the five vic- lar case was swift, according to
9LHZ +LJK 6FKRRO LQ 2UHP
Utah became the victims of a tims were treated at a local hos- Reuters, prompting a lockdown
stabbing spree by a fellow stu- pital. Each victim received at of the school for about one
dent on the morning of Nov. least one wound as a result of hour after the incident. Students
were either released to parents
15. The suspect was a straight- the stabbing.
Orem Police Chief Gary or were allowed to remain at
A student and new to the high
Giles was reported saying that school for the rest of the day.
school.
“We also know that the
According to a US News ar- no motive had been established
ticle the suspect used a three- and that the suspect had been school is a safe place for kids to
be and that we have resources
inch blade to attack five male taken into custody.
Chief Giles was quoted by there for kids to use and utilize.
victims in a locker room at 8
a.m. before physical education Utah Valley 360 about the swift Sometimes when they push kids
response of the school staffers. home, we don’t know what’s
class.
´+HGLGKDYHDNQLIHVRWKRVH home and available as a resource
The suspect also stabbed
himself in the neck before a staff members did place them- to them,” Kimberly Bird, Alpine

   
Nov. 7, 2:42 p.m. – A student
reported that he or she was having
trouble with his or her roommate.
A no-contact order was issued and
5HVLGHQFH/LIHZDVQRWLÀHG
Nov. 7, 7:17 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Residence Life with
a room search at Fenwick Place. A
small amount contraband was discovered. Residence Life will follow
up.
Nov. 8, 6:15 a.m. – Xavier
Police referred the owner of a
student vehicle to the code of
conduct process after the student
received several parking violations
and continued to fail to abide by
parking policies.
Nov. 8, 10:58 a.m. – Xavier
Police, Cincinnati Fire and Physical
3ODQWUHVSRQGHGWRDÀUHDODUPDW
the McDonald Memorial Library.
Investigations found an overheated elevator activated the alarm.
Nov. 8, 9:57 p.m. – Xavier
Police and Cincinnati Fire reVSRQGHGWRDÀUHDODUPLQ+XVPDQ
+DOO ,QYHVWLJDWLRQV UHYHDOHG SRScorn burning in a microwave had
activated the alarm.
Nov. 9, 2:37 a.m. – 2IÀFHUV
UHVSRQGHG WR D ÀUH DODUP LQ

+XVPDQ+DOO3RSFRUQEXUQLQJLQD 5HVLGHQFH/LIHZDVQRWLÀHG
microwave activated the alarm.
Nov. 11, 3:34 p.m. – A student
Nov. 9, 7:57 p.m. – Xavier Police reported having problems with his
and Physical Plant responded to a or her problems at U-Station. The
smoke alarm activation at the Manor 'HDQRI 6WXGHQWVZDVQRWLÀHG
+RXVH $SDUWPHQWV ,QYHVWLJDWLRQV
found a student who was cooking actiNov. 11, 5:16 p.m. – Xavier
vated the alarm. The system was reset. Police and Cincinnati Fire respondHG WR D ÀUH DODUP DW %URFNPDQ
Nov. 10, 12:03 p.m. – An em- +DOO2IÀFHUVZHUHXQDEOHWRÀQG
ployee working in the A.B. Cohen the source activating the alarm. The
Center reported someone had gone alarm was reset.
WKURXJKKLVRUKHURIÀFHEXWGLGQRW
take anything.
Nov. 11, 8:15 p.m. – Xavier
University Police Department
Nov. 11, 2:26 p.m. – A student 2IÀFHUV ZRUNLQJ WKH EDVNHWEDOO
reported the theft of his or her JDPHDW&LQWDV&HQWHUFRQÀVFDWHG
prescription medication from his fake IDs from students attempting
or her room in the residence halls. to purchase alcohol. The students
were referred to the code of conduct process.

  





Nice try McLovin!
Nov. 11, 8:07 p.m. – Xavier
Police received a report of an
underage student attempting
to steal alcohol from the Cintas
Center. The student was idenWLÀHGDQGUHIHUUHGWRWKHFRGH
of conduct process.

Nov. 12, 12:14 p.m. – A student reported he or she had lost
his or her passport while moving to
Cincinnati.
Nov. 13, 11:20 a.m. – An ofÀFHURQSDWUROGLVFRYHUHGWKH:D\
Finding sign on the north side of
Fenwick Place missing. Physical
3ODQWZDVQRWLÀHG
Nov. 13, 11:30 p.m. – Xavier
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a prisoner search at the

shakes New Zealand
BY ISABEL DEMARCO

Staff Writer
A 7.8 magnitude earthquake hit
New Zealand early Monday, causing the deaths of at least two people and a large amount of damage
to roads throughout the country.
The region has continued to be hit
by large aftershocks following the
earthquake.
After the initial earthquake,
another one measuring 6.4 magnitude hit the same area, causing
greater damage and tsunamis.
The New Zealand Ministry
of Civil Defense and Emergency
Management cautioned that citizens residing near the coast move
inland as a means of avoiding the
large waves and large amounts of
ÁRRGLQJ
New Zealand Prime Minister
John Key announced that the
death toll from this event was at
least two people and urged citizens to stay inside and away from
the business district until the damage could be accurately assessed.
It is unsure how long this assessment will take.
One of the recorded deaths
was caused by a heart attack and
RIÀFLDOVUHSRUWWKDWWKHRWKHUWRRN
place near a beach town.

“There are some reports of
casualties in the Kaikoura area,
but just exactly what the extent
of that is is not yet reported,”
Gerry Brownlee, the country’s
minister of civil defense.
Citizens have been urged to
VWD\SXW+HOLFRSWHUVDUHFXUUHQWO\
being used to assess the damage
caused to roads and buildings.
Citizens living along 200 miles
of the coastline were evacuated
and there was minor damage to
the capital.
In 2011, an earthquake of 6.3
magnitude struck this same area,
causing the deaths of 185 people.
The wounds caused by that disaster are still fresh in the minds
of many New Zealanders, as it
reduced the city of Christchurch
to rubble. The most recent
earthquake was 40 to 50 times
larger and left rescuers in shock
that more damage and death was
not caused.
Despite the few casualties,
New Zealand will be feeling
the effects of the quakes in the
future. GeoNet, a governmentfunded project monitoring earthquakes, said that aftershocks
would continue over the next few
months.

Militia aquitted after
wildlife refuge siege
BY SAVIN MATTOZZI

Staff Writer
Seven members of the Bundy
militia have been acquitted of
charges stemming from the 41day long siege of the Malheur
National Wildlife Refuge in
Oregon earlier this year. Charges
included conspiracy to prevent
Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife employees from doing
their jobs, weapons charges for
FDUU\LQJÀUHDUPVLQDIHGHUDOIDcility and theft of government
property.
According to The Los Angeles
Times, upon regaining access to
the refuge, authorities found
dozens of guns and 15,000
rounds of ammunition in various areas of the refuge’s work
areas.
The jury was unconvinced
that the militia was there to
cause harm, and were more convinced that they were participating in constitutionally protected
protest.
Leaders of the siege were
Ammon and Ryan Bundy, the
sons of Cliven bundy, known
for a separate standoff in 2014
against the BLM in Bunkerville,
Nevada.
Ranchers are able to let their
cattle graze on federal land, but
for a fee.

According to The Washington
Post, Cliven Bundy was asked
twice to stop grazing on federal land by federal courts, as he
had accrued more than $1 milOLRQ LQ IHHV DQG ÀQHV DIWHU QRW
paying the governement for deFDGHV :KHQ RIÀFLDOV IURP WKH
BLM and the National Parks
service came in to remove the
cattle, they encountered armed
resistance from Bundy and his
supporters.
Both the BLM and the
National Parks Service left the
area, concerened of an outbreak
of violence, considering the
decades-long tension between
right-wing,
antigovernement
militias and the the U.S. government have resulted in serious
bloodshed in cases such as the
Waco siege.
Ammon Bundy stressed
that the goal of the siege was
to bring attention to the issue of land ownership in rural
America. Which would eventually lead to more local control
and privitazation of land.
Bundy also said a goal was
to, “To get the logger back to
logging, to get the rancher back
to ranching, to get the miner
back
to mining.”
@xaviernewswire
Seven more militia members
are scheduled to go on trial in
February of 2017.
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First Amendment to the United
States’ Constitution

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.
Newswire has made the decision to stray from the AP Style Guide
when printing the words White and Black in reference to groups of
people. We have decided to capitalize both.

Tuesday evening and Wednesday morning hurt for a lot of Democrats and progressively minded people.
However, locally there was still a ton of good that happened for progressive voices. Rep. Denise Driehaus
has been a leading Democratic voice in the Ohio State House. She has worked across the aisle with many
Republicans to pass important legislation, like the recent Good Samaritan bill, which allows heroin addicts
who are with someone who has overdosed to call the police without fear of arrest. She is term-limited in the
state house, however, and because she wants to continue serving our communities, she decided to run against
Dennis Deters for Hamilton County Commissioner. Deters, the incumbent, worked on a very obstructive
commission that refused to work with the City of Cincinnati on important issues. This race was labeled a
high stakes race, with both sides spending a lot of money on it. However, at the end of the day, Driehaus
pulled through to win the seat narrowly. She will do wonders for our county by working closely with the City
of Cincinnati and by working to lower sewer rates, which have been rising due to the previous commission
kicking the can down the road.
$QRWKHUJUHDWYLFWRU\IRUORFDO'HPRFUDWVFDPHDVDPDMRUVXUSULVH$\RXQJXSVWDUWFDQGLGDWHZLWKDIXQny name and a lot of passion would take on one of the most well-known names in Cincinnati politics. Aftab
Pureval, an attorney for P&G, decided to run for Hamilton County Clerk of Courts against incumbent Tracy
Winkler. Winkler did not campaign much for her seat because she thought that she would win easily. She
DOVRKDVQ·WGRQHDQ\WKLQJIRUWKHRIÀFHVLQFHVKHÀUVWUHFHLYHGWKHMREDQGWKHRIÀFHLVVWLOOXVLQJWHFKQRORJ\
from the computer stone age. This ultimately costs the county more money and wastes people’s time. Pureval
had an uphill battle, though, because he has an unusual name. His campaign decided to release an ad with a
GXFNWKDWLPLWDWHVWKH$ÁDFGXFNRQO\WKHGXFNVDLG´$IWDEµLQVWHDG+LVQDPHUHFRJQLWLRQVN\URFNHWHGDQG
SHRSOHJHQXLQHO\HQMR\HGKLVDGVZLWKWKHGXFN7KDQNVWRWKLVVWUDWHJ\KHZHQWRQWRZLQDUDFHWKDWPDQ\
GLGQ·WWKLQNKHFRXOG+HZLOOPDNHWKHFRXUWVPRUHHIÀFLHQWE\XVLQJQHZWHFKQRORJ\LQWKHRIÀFHJHWWLQJ
back to people sooner and establishing a full time housing court in order to crack down on slumlords. Aftab
is young and energetic. He will make a fantastic clerk of courts.
Not all victories were in the county, though. Since Driehaus is now a Hamilton County Commissionerelect, her seat in the State House is vacant. Thankfully, Driehaus is also one of the kindest people I have ever
met and had the pleasure of working with. Brigid Kelly is a young passionate and incredibly hard working
woman who has always fought for the little guy. She easily won Driehaus’ seat, earning around 67 percent
of the vote last Tuesday. I personally worked with her for the past couple
of months, and I am beyond happy that such a great person could win
HOHFWHGRIÀFH
Even on the issues portion of the ballot, Cincinnati won. Voters decided to opt in to a tax levy called Issue 44, which will give every 3- and
4-year-old in Cincinnati quality preschool as well as give Cincinnati Public
Schools much needed funding. It will only be around $300 for a household
worth $10,000 or less per year. This very well could save Cincinnati Public
Schools and give hope to a new generation of young people who will be
moving through the school system with more potential than ever before.
After getting to know each of these campaigns in various ways, I am
incredibly optimistic about our local future. Above all other things, these
FDQGLGDWHVWKDW,KDYHMXVWPHQWLRQHGDUHDOOJRRGSHRSOHLQDSURIHVVLRQ
Alex Hale is a junior in the Philosophy
that is known to be corrupt. We need these positive role models now Politics and the Public Program from
PRUHWKDQHYHU7KH\UDQIRUWKHVHRIÀFHVEHFDXVHWKH\ZDQWHGJHQXLQHO\ Detroit. He is a staff writer for the
to make our communities better. For that I am very grateful. So although Newswire and works with Cincinnati
Hillary Clinton lost, there is still a lot of hope in local politics.
City Councilman P.G. Sittenfeld.

Intersectional Feminism is the next step

I wish I would stop having to explain feminism to people-to men, to women, to anyone. The concept that
women deserve equal rights is not radical and is not complicated. It’s not about superiority. Using the label
“equalist” or saying “I support equal rights, but I’m not a feminist” is only perpetuating sexism and misogyny.
I didn’t know that feminism was considered a dirty word until I got to high school. I’ve known what
feminism was since I was 8 years old. My mother raised me to be strong, passionate and driven. My father
commended me for my achievements, motivation and wit. I watched my mother endure sexist treatment
WKURXJKRXWKHUFDUHHU,ZDWFKHGKHUÀJKWIRUMXVWLFHDJDLQVWGLVFULPLQDWLRQWKURXJKRXWP\HQWLUHFKLOGKRRG
I do not take feminism lightly.
Feminism is not a dirty word, yet I still receive eyerolls and scoffs when I identify as one. I could tell you
that being a feminist does not make me a man-hater. I could tell you that being a feminist does not mean that
I burn bras or that I want more than my fair share. I could tell you that feminism breaks down the barriers of
masculinity and femininity, that feminism says that men do not need to prove their worth through aggression
and that women do not need to be submissive in order to be valued.
I could tell you all of this, but this has been said before. This is not new information. Feminism needs to
mean more than equality. It’s more than paid maternity leave, abortion rights and equal pay. Feminism needs
WRPHDQMXVWLFH
I am fully aware that I am a White middle-class woman with immense privilege. And, because of this, it
LVFUXFLDOWRSUDFWLFHLQWHUVHFWLRQDOIHPLQLVP7KLVPHDQVDFNQRZOHGJLQJDQGÀJKWLQJIRUWKHMXVWLFHRI DOO
women: immigrant women, women of color, LGBTQ+ women, women with disabilities, women with mental illness, old women, young women and women of different socioeconomic backgrounds.
While I am a woman, I need to be an ally for my sisters who are more marginalized than me. While I do
experience oppression due to my gender, women of different backgrounds experience gender inequality differently and to varying degrees.
7KHIHPLQLVWPRYHPHQWLVKLVWRULFDOO\H[FOXVLYHRQO\ÀJKWLQJIRUWKHULJKWVRI :KLWHPLGGOHFODVVZRPen. Early feminist leaders like Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton
used racist language when Black men were enfranchised before White women.
Intersectional feminism acknowledges that poorer women don’t necessarily have the choice when it comes to accessing health care, birth control or an
abortion. Intersectional feminism says that White women earn 78 cents on the
White man’s dollar, but Black women earn 64 cents and Latina women earn
MXVWFHQWV
Feminism is for everyone. I need feminism, you need feminism, we all need
IHPLQLVPEHFDXVHZHDOOQHHGHTXDOLW\%XWPRUHWKDQWKDWZHDOOQHHGMXVWLFH
Intersectional feminism acknowledges that women of different backgrounds
experience different oppression and that we, as a nation and as a world, need
to strive for progression. We must acknowledge our own privilege in order
to understand the struggles and oppression of others. Because, while I have
Hannah Paige Michels is a
been given the platform to speak about my experience, I must also be an ally sophomore DIFT major and phofor those who have been silenced. That is intersectional feminism, and that is tography editor for the Newswire
MXVWLFH
from Cincinnati.
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“if [sic] u voted third party bc
XWKRXJKWXÀJXUH>G@RXWVRPHthing everyone else didn’t, imma
need u to sit down and think
about what you’ve done.”
7KLVWZHHWZDVWKHÀUVWWKLQJ
I read after Donald Trump was
elected President of the United
States.I had no idea that this
ZDVWKHÀUVWRI PDQ\VWDWHPHQWV
blaming third party voters for
Donald Trump’s election last
Tuesday night.
I did not vote for Donald
Trump. Rather, I voted for Gary
Johnson. Over the course of
Election Day, the attitude of almost everyone changed toward
third party voters.
“You’re wasting your vote”
quickly became “you voted for
Trump” and “you decided the
election.” I have thought about
what I’ve done, and I am proud
to have stood by my beliefs and
voted for the candidate whom I
aligned with the most.
The Democratic Party has in
recent history claimed the moral
“high ground” of “tolerance.”
However, the statements posted
by many of my liberal peers did
QRWUHÁHFWDQ\PRUDOVXSHULRULW\
The “tolerant left” disap-

peared. Many spewed hateful
rhetoric toward those whose
opinions differed from their
own. Ironically, this was the
same type of rhetoric they railed
against over the course of the
election.
,RSHQHG7ZLWWHUWRÀQGPRUH
than 30,000 tweets trending with
the hashtag “Rape Melania.”
I know it isn’t fair to generalize and accuse all liberals of
agreeing with this statement.
It’s the same sort of logic that
led so many people to clump
every Trump or third party supporter into a “basket of deplorables” who were “racist, bigoted
homophobes.”
I am not any of these things.
I support the equality of all people, and so did the candidate I
chose to support.
I have seen many Democrats
become offended over negative comments toward their
candidate, yet throughout this
entire election cycle they have
repeatedly mocked the views
and beliefs of Republicans and
Libertarians.
This hypocrisy is impossible
for me to ignore. Donald Trump
won because there was no outlet

for the voice of the silenced.
Not all supporters of Donald
Trump are “racist, bigoted homophobes,” and labeling them as
such is as unfair as it would be to
label all liberals as “intolerant.”
It seems that many have lost
their capacity to understand

“Could you just text me the
list of dates where you have an
hour or two free? I know you’re
busy…” That’s how my mother
ended our phone call last week,
when she was trying to coordinate
times to get me to the doctor.
Yesterday, my boss asked me
if I had any time to send him a
quick email update about a resident. Two days ago, a professor
emailed me wondering if I had a
VHFRQG WR VWHS LQWR RIÀFH KRXUV
to talk about my revised schedule
for next semester.
My dad sent me vacation plans
six months in advance because
KH´NQRZVKRZÀOOHGP\OLIHFDQ
get.”
This kind of rhetoric, the
world of the “too busy,” the age
of the “not enough time,” the milOHQQLXP RI WKH ´ÀOOHG OLYHVµ DQG
“stretched schedules,” is all too
familiar to all too many people.
I’m afraid to admit that I have
also fallen prey to this world. I
have made the active choice to
be a participant in what I now
consider to be a bit of a charade.
Piling club deadlines on top of
academic responsibilities on top
of job schedules on top of an
overactive social ambition, I have

prioritized my time based on a
mountain of bureaucracy, hoping that the outcome will be some
VRUWRIVLJQLÀFDQWSDUWLFLSDWLRQLQ
making this society a better one
for us all to live together.
Some of my more absurd undertakings include two consecutive semesters taking more than
21 credit hours while moving
into key upper-level management
positions in clubs, taking on two
separate full-time jobs in the same
employment period, taking a full
class load while tutoring, being an
RA, working for this newspaper,
being an active member of two
other clubs in one semester and
ÀQDOO\JRLQJDZHHNZLWKRXWVOHHS
to write a grand total of 72 pages’
worth of philosophy and English
papers. That is not an exaggeraWLRQ )RU ÀYH IXOO GD\V , GLG QRW
sleep with the help of Redbull
and coffee.
I used to take pride in these
statistics. Family members would
ask me how I was doing, and I
ZRXOG VPLOH DV , VWLÁHG D \DZQ
saying, “Well, I’m surviving.”
Friends would tell me I looked
exhausted, and I would wear the
red-eye, messy hair and slept-in
sweatpants look with feigned hu-

mility, secretly elated that everyone was noticing how busy I was
all the time. Too busy for sleep.
Too busy for personal health and
well-being. Too busy for them, let
alone for me.
Before this year, my workload
was the equivalent of being a sigQLÀFDQW SDUW RI VRFLDO FKDQJH LQ
my mind. If I was keeping busy,
I was simply moving closer to being a part of the change I wished
to see in the world.
Before this year, stopping to
talk to every person on the street
was less important than keeping my head down and getting
“where I was supposed to be.”
Before this year, life was measured in grades and awards, hours
spent working and lists of bureaucratic accomplishments.
But recently, my attitude toward the way I conduct my own
life has begun to turn. It all started when I fell down the stairs
and sprained my ankle. I was on
crutches for two weeks, forcing
me to slow down and engage with
the world around me.
It took me 10 minutes to get
to Alter from Husman instead of

“It is time to stop thinking
that anyone with a different set of values or beliefs
is an idiot, a sexist or a
racist. We need to talk to
each other and engage in
open discussion and debate
so we can actually try to get
something accomplished...”Jeremiah Van Auken
people with different values.
Many seem to have given up on
trying to understand.
It is time to stop thinking
that anyone with a different set
of values or beliefs is an idiot, a
sexist or a racist.
We need to talk to each other
and engage in open discussion

and debate so we can actually try
to get something accomplished,
instead of just telling everyone
else to piss off.
My “wasted” vote was labeled
a “statement” by a friend of
mine. My vote was not a statement. My vote was a representation of my belief that we need
WR VWRS HQJDJLQJ LQ FRQÁLFWV
where we aren’t wanted.
My vote represented an opinion that differed from yours because I did not support a candidate taking money from Saudi
Arabia, a nation that does not
allow women to drive cars and
ZKHUH LW LV OHJDO WR ÁRJ DQG EHhead homosexuals.
I did not support a candidate who bragged about sexual
assault.
I supported a candidate who
thought the world would be a
better place with less United
States military involvement.
I supported a candidate who
believed everyone was equal and
deserved equal protection under
the Constitution.
I supported a candidate whom
I actually believed in, not one
who believed in having “public
and private positions.”

I saw multiple posts telling
me that if I voted third party
then I would need to apologize
to every marginalized person.
I do not owe anyone an apology because I exercised my right
and voted for a candidate that
best represented my beliefs.
I voted for a candidate who
believes that every single person
is equal and should be treated as
such.
This is what I believe: If
President-elect Trump decides
to do anything to harm you or
any marginalized group, know
damn well I will stand with you
against him.

two. I had to ask people to open
doors for me, get food from the
caf for me, even carry books back
to my room.
In one memorable interaction,
I dropped my phone into the
sewer and had to ask a girl who
was rushing off to class to pull
open the sewer grate.
That one week of forced interaction with strangers reminded
me of something that I have always known about myself but had
completely forgotten about because of how busy I had gotten.
My true values lie with genuine human interaction. I love saying hi to strangers, engaging in
meaningful conversations with
acquaintances, asking professors
and staff members how their days
are going and generally being with
people.
I love stopping, taking pivotal
pauses in the midst of the rush
and whirl of a busy modern lifestyle, just to talk and be with other people. And I am certainly not
too busy to do that. No one is.
The truth is that I was using
my increasingly busy lifestyle to
hide from myself and from other
people, from being genuine and
living in the moment, from appre-

ciating the sunshine and laughing
with strangers.
I have made a new vow to myself: I will cut back. I will stop the
frantic running. I will not commit
to the bureaucratic machines that
prevent me from living the life I
want to live.
I will assess everything I do for
its contribution to my greater vision of making this a good world
to live in and of allowing me to sit
and be with others.
$QG ÀQDOO\ , ZLOO QR ORQJHU
run from the life I want to live
just to impress people with the
life that looks impressive from
the outside.

Jeremiah Van Auken is a junior history major from South Bend, Ind. He is the
President of Young American’s for Liberty
and is an amateur Iron Chef.

The importance of taking time for yourself

Maxwell Bruns is a junior English,
HAB and philosophy triple major. He is
the advertising manager for the Newswire
Grant
F. Vance is the Managing
from
Cincinnati.
Editor at the Newswire. He is a senior
English & Digitial Innovation Film and
Television double major from Jeffersonville,
Ind.
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CFB Playoff spots up for grabs
BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer

College football is nearing the
end of the season, and it’s starting
to get heated among playoff contenders. With No. 1 Alabama as
the only virtual lock, three other
spots remain up for grabs.
This past weekend produced
one of the most chaotic scenarios imaginable, as second-ranked
Clemson, third-ranked Michigan
and fourth-ranked Washington
were all upset.
7KLV LV WKH ÀUVW WLPH VLQFH
1985 that the second-, third- and
fourth- ranked teams all lost in the
same week.
The losses create a lot of chaos and confusion for the playoff
committee. These were three of
the four teams that would have
made the playoffs had they all
won out.
There are still meaningful regular season games to be played that
will help determine the playoff
picture, but the waters are murkier
than they were one week ago.
The Michigan loss triggered
possibly the toughest question:
who should come out of the
Big Ten for the playoff ? Because
Michigan lost to Iowa, there is
a three-way tie for the Big Ten
East division. Those three teams
are Ohio State (ranked second),
Michigan (ranked third) and Penn

Photos courtesy of si.com

Lamar Jackson has quickly turned into one of the most polarizing players in college football, breaking records along the way.

State (ranked eighth).
If Michigan were to win out,
which would mean a victory
against Ohio State on Nov. 26, it
would advance to the conference
championship game, as it would
win the tiebreaker with Penn State.
Penn State can advance to the
conference championship game if
it wins out and Ohio State beats
Michigan.
Ohio State only advances to
the conference championship
game if it wins out and Penn
State losses. However, it is not

Cross country
season closes
BY JULIA HABER
Staff Writer

The Xavier cross country team
concluded its 2016 season on
Friday, Nov. 11, in Madison, Wisc.
Xavier competed in the NCAA
Great Lakes Regional, where the
women’s team placed 17th out of
32 teams while the men’s team
placed 25th out of 30 teams.
At the front of the pack for
the women in the 6k was junior
Madeline Britton, who placed
32nd out of 222 girls, with a time
of 20:48. This ranked as the sixth
fastest time in Xavier history and

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

Senior Delainey Burnett in Madison, Wisc.

is Britton’s second fastest time in
her collegiate career. She led the
team in several meets with record
times throughout the year.
Next up for the women was
VHQLRU'HODLQH\%XUQHWWZKRÀQished 79th with a time of 21:51.
The women’s team performed
well in meets such as the All-Ohio
Invitational, where it placed ninth,
the Louisville Classic, where it
placed 15th, and in the Big East
&KDPSLRQVKLS ZKHUH LW ÀQLVKHG
sixth.
Leading the men’s side in the
10k was junior Garrett Knapik,
ZKR ÀQLVKHG WK RXW RI  
men with a time of 32:54. This
is the 19th fastest time in school
history and was one of Knapik’s
best collegiate races. Coming in
next was junior William Becker,
who placed 126th with a time of
33:11. The men’s side had its best
performances in the Queen City
Invitational, where it placed third
overall, and the National Catholic
Championship, where it placed
eighth.
Coach Ryan Orner wished
both teams had performed a little
better in the NCAA Regional and
wants to get the teams into the top
20 moving forward.
He has high hopes for the
squad heading into the 2017
season.

guaranteed any of these teams
would win, as Wisconsin (ranked
seventh) is the favorite to win the
Big Ten West and has a very good
chance to beat the East opponent
in the conference title game.
The other scenarios are not
nearly as complex, but they do
create debate. Washington, despite
the loss, is still the highest ranked
team in the Pac-12 conference.
However, because of the loss, it
would need to beat Arizona State
this coming weekend and beat rival Washington State on Nov. 25,

who currently leads the North
Division in the Pac-12.
Clemson and Louisville are
directly linked to each other, as
they both play in the ACC and
Clemson handed Louisville its
only loss of the season.
Louisville, having no conference games remaining, must rely
RQD&OHPVRQORVVLQLWVÀQDOFRQference game to make the ACC
title bout.
If both teams drop another
game, their playoff hopes will go
down the drain.

The clear frontrunner for the
Heisman is Louisville quarterback
Lamar Jackson, who is no longer
described as someone on a hot
streak.
Should Jackson keep up his
current pace, he is a lock for the
trophy. He is currently on pace for
32 passing touchdowns and more
than 22 rushing touchdowns, as
well as 3,477 passing yards and
1,600 rushing yards. This could be
a factor in Louisville potentially
getting a playoff spot over other
teams.
Another Heisman contender is
Michigan athlete Jabrill Peppers.
Athlete is the term used because
Peppers can play just about evHU\SRVLWLRQRQWKHIRRWEDOOÀHOG
He primarily plays defense as a
cornerback but has also played
safety, linebacker, running back,
wide receiver, both punt and kick
returner and even quarterback.
However, the fact that he is primarily a defensive player may limit
his Heisman chances.
7KH ÀQDO WUXH +HLVPDQ FRQtender is Clemson quarterback
'HVKDXQ :DWVRQ $ +HLVPDQ Ànalist last year, Watson is on pace
to throw the same number of
touchdowns as Jackson but for
more yards. Where Watson falls
short of Jackson is his running, as
he has only rushed for 378 yards
and two touchdowns to this point
in the season.

Photo courtesy of sportingnews.com
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NFL offering surprising stories
BY PAUL FRITSCHNER

by this primetime performance
combined with the end of elecThis NFL season has proven a tion season, the NFL will hope to
bit different than previous years, ride the wave of momentum from
as ratings are down and teams this week’s games.
that don’t typically excel are reignAs far as the teams around the
ing supreme. As the 2016 season league go, the standings do not relurks into week 11, we took a look semble what fans may be used to.
at what has gone on around the
The Oakland Raiders, who
league so far.
have surpassed preseason expecOne of the biggest storylines tations, sit atop the AFC West
of 2016 has been the league’s ap- tied with the Kansas City Chiefs
peal to fans and viewers. Often at 7-2. The Broncos sans Peyton
deemed the “No Fun League,” Manning also have seven wins, but
the NFL has struggled with de- they are in third place with three
clining ratings for its regular and losses.
primetime broadcasts. At one
Elsewhere in the AFC, Tom
point, a tie happened in back-to- Brady and the Patriots are just
back weeks, and to compound about as good as advertised.
the problem for the NFL, both They’re also 7-2, but one has to
were primetime games. However, expect Brady to lead a strong playthis Sunday, a thrilling Dallas off charge in a season mired by
Cowboys-Pittsburgh
Steelers KLVVXVSHQVLRQGXHWR'HÁDWHJDWH
PDWFKXS ZDV WKH GHÀEULOODWRU WR
The Dallas Cowboys are withthe NFL’s heart attack. Bolstered out star quarterback Tony Romo.
Staff Writer

But powered by rookie Dak
Prescott and bolstered by fellow rookie and the NFL’s leading rusher Ezekiel Elliot, the
Cowboys have sprinted out to an
 UHFRUG JRRG IRU ÀUVW LQ WKH
NFC East and the best record in
the league.
2Q WKH ÁLS VLGH D KDQGIXO RI 
teams are looking particularly
abysmal. The Cleveland Browns,
those of “Believeland” with so
much hope and promise to start
the year, have yet to win a game.
At 0-10, many are wondering if
they will replicate the 2008 Detroit
Lions’ winless season.
The San Francisco 49ers are
1-8, and close to home here in
Cincinnati, the Bengals have been
a severe letdown. After last year’s
stellar season that ended abruptly
LQWKHÀUVWURXQGRI WKHSOD\RIIV
they are in third place with a 3-5-1
record.

ȱNewswire
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After loss to Mexico, Americans, Musketeers
Klinsmann, may be in trouble take care of

Lady Tigers

BY BRENDAN BURRIS
Staff Writer

For their respective nations,
as well as soccer fans around the
globe, any matchup between the
United States and Mexican national soccer teams is must-see
competition.
Whether facing each other
in “friendly” matches or going head-to-head in a competitive
Confederation
of
North, Central America and
Carribean Association Football
(CONCACAF)
World
Cup
4XDOLÀHU OLNH WKH RQH ODVW )ULGD\
night in Columbus, the games
are always rough, physical matchups that test the resolve of both
SOD\HUVDQGIDQVDOLNH7KLVJDPH
ZDVQRGLIIHUHQWHYHQLI WKHÀQDO
score did not end the way the U.S.
ZRXOGKDYHOLNHG
7KLVWLOWEHWZHHQWKHWZRVLGHV
PDUNHG WKH RSHQLQJ JDPH LQ
World Cup Qualifying for both
teams and displayed the importance of getting a solid start and
getting ahead early in a competitive CONCACAF division that
LQFOXGHV IDPLOLDU IRHV OLNH &RVWD
Rica, Honduras and Panama.
Mexico nearly started the game
SHUIHFWO\EXWD7LP+RZDUGGLYing save stopped the visitors from
WDNLQJ DQ HDUO\ OHDG RQ WKH URDG
Mexico did, however, open the
scoring in the 20th minute on

BY JOSH BOZZICK
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of goal.com

Jurgen Klinsmann is on the hot seat after the United States’ 2-1 loss to Mexico, having never lived up to American expectations.

D JRDO IURP PLGÀHOGHU 0LJXHO
/D\~Q ,W WRRN WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV
almost 30 minutes to tie up the
score, with a 49th minute goal
by upstart forward Bobby Wood
putting the two squads level. A
EDFN DQG IRUWK ÀQDO  PLQXWHV
followed, and in a game with 36
IRXOVFDOOHGLWZDVORRNLQJDVLI ZH
were headed toward another draw
LQWKLVÀHUFHULYDOU\
However, in the 89th minute,
LQ 0H[LFR·V RQO\ FRUQHU NLFN RI 

the game, defender and Mexican
national team stalwart Rafael
Márquez gave the visitors the lead
and the eventual victory. Márquez
has consistently been a thorn in
the side of the U.S. national team,
a player who made his debut almost 18 months before U.S. upstart Christian Pulisic was born.
Questions, of course, will follow for the United States and
coach Jurgen Klinsmann at the
KHOP IRU WKH 8QLWHG 6WDWHV· ÀUVW

home loss in 15 years. A coach
ZKRVHGHFLVLRQPDNLQJDQGSOD\er selection has at times been
TXHVWLRQHG WKH VHDW LV GHÀQLWHly warm for the German-born
coach who has led the Americans
since 2011. With a tough matchup
against Costa Rica in their second World Cup qualifying match
around the corner, U.S. fans will
have to see how the team shapes
up and where Klinsmann and the
Americans will go from here.

Offense propels men’s basketball to 2-0 start
BY KYLE TOOLEY
Sports Editor

7KHPHQ·VEDVNHWEDOOWHDPKDV
opened up the season with a 2-0
start, but only one win left fans
with something to cheer about.
7KH 0XVNHWHHUV WRSSHG
Lehigh in the season opener 8481 and dismantled Buffalo in
game two by a score of 86-53.
7KH/HKLJKJDPHZDVPHWZLWK
much anticipation, as Xavier enWHUHGWKHJDPHUDQNHGDVWKH1R
7 team in the Associated Press
(AP) poll, its highest preseason
UDQNLQJLQSURJUDPKLVWRU\
Lehigh, a team that constantly
represents the Patriot League in
WKH 1&$$ 7RXUQDPHQW FDPH
into the contest as upset-minded
as ever.
/HG E\ VHQLRU 7LP .HPSWRQ
a Kareem Abdul-Jabbar Award
hopeful for the best center in
the country, Lehigh was having
its way with Xavier down low.
Kempton dropped 25 points
along with seven rebounds as
Lehigh shot 50 percent from
WKHÁRRUZKLOHIRUFLQJ;DYLHU
turnovers.
7KH 0XVNHWHHUV HVFDSHG ZLWK
DYLFWRU\WKDQNVLQSDUWWRVRPH
great offensive performances
from sophomore guard Edmond
Sumner and junior forwards
7UHYRQ%OXLHWWDQG6HDQ2·0DUD
All three posted career-high
point totals, with Sumner drop-

Newswire photo by Jack Q. Spooner

Junior forward Trevon Bluiett recorded a career-high point total against Lehigh.

ping 24, Bluiett going for 25 and
O’Mara adding 10.
7KH GHIHQVH LPSURYHG LQ
some regards against Buffalo, as
the Bulls were held to a bit under
31 percent shooting on the night.
7KLV WRWDO LQFOXGHG RQO\ ÀYH
WZRSRLQW ÀHOG JRDOV DV WKH
lengthy Buffalo team was doing
the majority of its damage from
distance.

$IWHU ODFNOXVWHU SHUIRUPDQFHV
in the opener, freshmen Quentin
*RRGLQ DQG 7\ULTXH -RQHV ERWK
VWHSSHG XS IRU WKH 0XVNHWHHUV
Criticized for playing scared
E\ &RDFK &KULV 0DFN DJDLQVW
/HKLJK*RRGLQDWWDFNHGWKHEDVNHW DQG FRPPDQGHG WKH RIIHQVH
OLNH D YHWHUDQ +H FKLSSHG LQ 
points and four assists. Jones
showcased his defense and re-

Xavier won its season openHU DJDLQVW 7HQQHVVHH 6WDWH RQ
6DWXUGD\EHDWLQJWKH/DG\7LJHUV
 7KH YLFWRU\ H[WHQGHG WKH
0XVNHWHHUV· VWUHDN RI  VHDVRQ
opening wins to 17, which dates
EDFN WR WKH ÀUVW VHDVRQ DW WKH
Cintas Center.
7KH ÀUVW TXDUWHU RI  WKH JDPH
ended in a 16-16 tie between the
0XVNHWHHUV DQG /DG\ 7LJHUV DQG
Xavier went down four at one
point during the second quarWHU +RZHYHU D VHFRQG EDFN
FRXUWYLRODWLRQDJDLQVWWKH7LJHUV
changed the momentum, as
Xavier went into the half with a
three point lead at 33-30.
7KH WKLUG TXDUWHU VDZ WKH
0XVNHWHHUV SXOO DZD\ IURP WKH
/DG\ 7LJHUV· JUDVS DV WKH\ LQcreased their lead to 50-43 by the
end of the quarter. Xavier went
GRZQEXWTXLFNO\DQGIRUFHfully responded with a 15-4 run
that closed the quarter.
Xavier extended its lead
throughout the fourth and went
up by 13 points with roughly two
minutes remaining.
-XQLRU JXDUG 0DUTXLD 7XUQHU
chipped in 15 points, including
three three-pointers, and also contributed three assists. Redshirt senior guard Raeshuan Gaffney was
the game’s leading scorer with 18
SRLQWVWKDQNVWRQDEELQJKDOI RI 
her points from the free-throw
line. She shot an impressive 9/10
from the charity stripe. Gaffney’s
performance did not go without
praise, as she was named to the
%LJ(DVWZHHNO\KRQRUUROOIRUKHU
effort.
Senior forwards Maddison
%ODFNZHOO DQG /HDK 6FKDIIHU
were impressive on the boards.
%ODFNZHOO VQDWFKHG QLQH ERDUGV
and Schaffer cleaned up 10.
Redshirt sophomore forward
Imani Partlow and junior guard
Jada Byrd provided the scoring
off the bench, combining for 11
points.
Next up for Xavier is the
Southeast
Missouri
State
5HGKDZNVZKRPWKH\ZLOOSOD\DW
home on Nov. 18.

bounding ability, delivering two
GHYDVWDWLQJEORFNVZKLOHJUDEELQJ
a team-high 11 rebounds.
7KHGHIHQVHRQWKHSHULPHWHU
showed no signs of improvement
in game two, however, as Buffalo
followed Lehigh’s 40 percent
IURPGLVWDQFHPDUNZLWKDSHUcent outing of its own.
7KHVXFFHVVFDPHDVVRPHZKDW
of a surprise, as Buffalo usually
WULHVWRDWWDFNWKHULPPRUHWKDQ
settling for outside shots. In addition, Xavier strayed away from
its famed 1-3-1 zone in the game,
which is a scheme that may allow
IRU EHWWHU ORRNV IURP GLVWDQFH
Nonetheless, Buffalo was able to
convert 10-27 long balls.
As is customary with earlyseason games, the referees were
PDNLQJQRLVHRQMXVWDERXWHYHU\
possession.
59 fouls were called in the
40-minute contest, with 38 of
those going in Xavier’s favor.
6HQLRU7LP6WDLQEURRNDIRUPHU ZDONRQ UHFRUGHG WKH ÀUVW
points of his college career with
a three-pointer late in the game
against the Bulls.
0DFNKDVVDLGWKDW6WDLQEURRN
is in line for meaningful minutes
if Xavier’s already thin bench gets
even thinner.
7KH 0XVNHWHHUV UHWXUQ WR DFWLRQ RQ 1RY  DV WKH\ WDNH RQ
WKH 0LVVRXUL 7LJHUV LQ 2UODQGR
Newswire photo by Adam Spegele
LQWKHÀUVWJDPHRI WKH7LUH3URV
Senior forward Maddison Blackwell.
Invitational.
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Pokemon Go declared dead, what next?
BY JASON SMITH

Staff Writer
At one point in every Pokémon
Go player’s life, the question gets
asked, “Why am I playing this?”
After an initial wave of hype
and media saturation, America’s
love affair with virtual, mobile
Pokémon has ended.
:KHQWKHJDPHÀUVWDUULYHGLW
was beset with bugs and crashes.
Add to that Nintendo’s frustrating
SURÀOH FUHDWLRQ V\VWHP DQG WKH
game seemed doomed. However,
it didn’t fail. In fact, it succeeded
better than anything Nintendo
has recently done.
The surge of hype shot up
Nintendo’s stock price, which
promptly came crashing down
when it was discovered Nintendo
hadn’t developed it. Google developer Niantic made the game,
which originally started as an
April Fool’s joke.
Then there were the media
coverage and YouTube videos of
waves of people trying to catch
a Vapereon in Central Park and
stories of people getting hit by
or crashing cars while playing.
Pokémon Go suddenly took on
a feeling of being dangerous, but
still the hype didn’t subside.
I remember walking my dog
in my old neighborhood and seeing random people attempting to
catch Pokémon. This game had
become part of life.
Then one day, it wasn’t. It happened both overnight and gradually, but people began drifting
away from it. The problem was
that Pokémon Go isn’t a fully featured Pokémon game. It lacks all
the features of a regular Pokémon
game. It favors the player who
spends money on resources to

catch Pokémon.
Another problem the game
faces is the limited amount of
Pokémon in each area. If you have
the means to travel around a city
to catch a rarer Pokémon across
town, you might “catch ‘em all.”
However, this game that caught
the country by storm has seemingly tapered off into the gimmick
phase of its lifespan.
The developer Niantic says
that the game has legs and wants
to continue to add new features,
but the audience present at the
launch is no longer there. Instead
what is left are the loyalists, a
much smaller crowd. One is left
to question the rest of Nintendo’s
mobile game strategy from here
on out.
:KHQ 1LQWHQGR ÀQDOO\ DGmitted that they needed to make
mobile games and accordingly deVLJQHGWKHLU ÀUVW WZR RIIHULQJV LW
was both disappointing and great.
Mitomo was a failed social experiment and Pokémon GO a huge
success. Next up for Nintendo is
Super Mario Run a side scrolling
game that will probably help their
bottom line. Plus, Pokémon Sun
and Moon are on the way, which
are going to help keep Nintendo
DÁRDW XQWLO WKH 6ZLWFK ODXQFKes. However, in the long run,
1LQWHQGRZLOOÀJKWIRUUHOHYDQF\
This goes back to the root of
Nintendo’s ills: they aren’t a nimble gaming company. They are
set in their ways. They delay big
games over and over. Their fans
are starved for something new,
and yet Nintendo prefers to give
them the silent treatment. In many
ways, Nintendo is the last of the
old guard of gaming and they no
longer hold the sway with people

Photo courtesy of Lydia Reagan

Pokemon Go was released July 6, 2016 to widespread popularity is survived by Nintendo’s Pokemon Sun and Moon.

like they used to. This is the problem with Pokémon Go — it isn’t
even a Nintendo-developed game.
Where Pokémon Go and
Nintendo evolve from here is a
question that begs to be answered.
Eventually, the dead-enders will

quit the game, but what will happen to Nintendo? In the next few
years, Nintendo’s fate hangs in the
balance.
Gamers favor Nintendo going
third party like Sega did, which
would be great for the industry.

Nintendo could just fade into obscurity, but its franchises are on
par with Disney.
Many hope that the company
survives. There is whole host of
childhood dreams waiting to be
virtualized.

Marvel’s ‘Dr. Strange’ treats audiences
Xavier Newswire

Photo courtesy of comingsoon.net

Benedict Cumberbatch (above) plays the titular character in Marvel’s Doctor Strange, directed by Scott Derrickson.

BY SAM MARTINI

Staff Writer
Fans received another addition

to the Marvel Cinematic Universe Cumberbatch as Dr. Stephen
last week with Doctor Strange.
Strange and his journey to becom7KH ÀOP IROORZV %HQHGLFW ing one with the magical world

DURXQGKLP7KLVÀOPLVGHÀQLWHO\
one of the standouts of the year
and is entertaining in all forms of
the word.
One of the biggest problems
when introducing a new hero to
a previously established landscape
is the origin story. Doctor Strange
does a fantastic job of introducing
our character’s story while pulling
us into this world with little to no
dragging. This is quite the feat for
such a character, and the world
that comes with him.
%HQHGLFW &XPEHUEDWFK DV 'U
Stephen Strange is maybe the
greatest casting decision from
Marvel since Robert Downey Jr.
DV,URQ0DQ6OLSSLQJLQWRDÁDZless American accent to enter the
role, Cumberbatch brings a particular arrogance to the role that
the character demands, truly making him a fantastic addition to this
universe.
:HVWHUQ PRYLHV LQÁXHQFHG E\
other cultures are often accused of
“white washing.” This movie is no
H[FHSWLRQEHLQJKHDYLO\LQÁXHQFH
by eastern culture. Initially, Tilda
Swinton’s role as The Ancient
One was believed to be victim of
“white washing,” but upon seeing
WKHÀOPPDQ\KDYHUHYHUVHGWKHLU
opinions.

@xaviernewswire

The character she plays is from
Asian descent in the comics, and
has been for many years, but nothing about the character demands
it be this way, proving this is
Swinton’s fantastic performance.
This shows off a badass physicality, as well as a higher knowledge
of the world being introduced in
WKHÀOP
Possibly the best performance
in this movie comes from Chiwetel
Ejiofor as Mordo. Ejiofor opens
up a considerable ‘one note’ role,
and turns him into a fantastic
character, and leaves you wanting
more. The disbelief portrayed in
his eyes in various scenes is truly
astonishing.
The visuals in Doctor Strange
are an experience in and of themVHOYHV 7KH ÀOP FDSWXUHV WKH NDleidoscope feel of its comic book
counterpart amazingly, while
bringing an Inception-esque style as
well. If there is one particular reason to see this movie, it would be
the visuals.
Doctor StrangeLVDIDQWDVWLFÀOP
with great performances, stunning visuals, and an original story.
I look forward to what happens
in its aftermath both within the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, and
our own world.
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XU Theatre ‘Diviners’ combats stigma
BY HANNAH PAIGE MICHELS ing the audience nostalgic for the

Head Photo Editor

BY HANNAH SGAMBELLONE

Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of Mikki Schaffner

6RSKRPRUH0LFDK3ULFH WRS DQGÀUVW\HDU$DURQ5RELQVRQ ERWWRP VWDULQThe DivinersGLUHFWHGE\6WHSKHQ6NLOHV

Xavier Theatre continues
to impress with their newest
show, The Diviners. The show
opened Nov. 11 and will continue through Nov. 19. The play’s
story is thoughtful and sentimental and a compelling cast performance will leave you stunned and
heartbroken.
The play follows the touching friendship of a mentallychallenged boy, Buddy Layman,
and a disenchanted preacher, CC
Showers, in a journey of faith,
loss and vulnerability.
Sophomore Micah Price is
outstanding as Buddy Layman,
embodying the character in a
truly moving performance. Price
pulls the audience in with an irresistible magnetism as he owns
every piece of his character and
makes the audience feel the
gravity of the story. Newcomer
DQG ÀUVW\HDU VWXGHQW $DURQ
Robinson plays CC Showers in a
charming and comforting performance. Despite a few stumbles,
Robinson shows promise and potential for future theatre shows.
The ensemble cast added depth
and comic relief to the show.
Junior Henry Eden as Dewey,
and senior Michael Thompson
as Melvin have great chemistry
on stage and are sure to strike
up laughter. Eden’s interactions
with sophomore Evelyn Garrett,
playing Darlene Henshaw, were
heartwarming and sweet, leav-

simplicity of puppy love.
While the set is basic, strategic
blocking, cubbyholes and lighting provide key elements in the
VKRZ 7KH ÀQDO VFHQH GLVSOD\V
an incredible interaction with the
VHW$ORQJ ZLWK SUHFLVH OLJKWLQJ
and sound cues, the story is fully
UHDOL]HGLQWKHÀQDOPRPHQWVRI 
the show and the audience is fully
immersed.
Impeccable timing during the
last scene of the show proves that
the cast and crew are focused and
prepared to deliver an outstanding performance.
This coming-of-age story is
striking, impactful and touches
on the importance of compassion and understanding. Instead
of ignoring taboo topics, The
Diviners normalizes mental conditions and combats stigma with
love and understanding. Xavier
Theatre’s performance of The
Diviners boasts a talented and
promising cast, with beautiful
and tragic imagery that will hit
audiences members to their core.
The Diviners will be showing at
7:30 p.m. from Thursday, Nov.
17 through Saturday, Nov. 19.
at the Gallagher Student Center
Theater. Tickets are $10 and can
be purchased online at www.xavier.edu/theatretickets, in person at
WKHER[RIÀFHRUE\FDOOLQJ  


Newswire Rating:

Martha Stewart and Snoop Dog cook up good TV
BY JASON SMITH

Staff Writer
The best hour of television I
watched this weekend was Martha
and Snoop’s Potluck Dinner Party. It is
a new kind of cook-off show that
combines hip-hop and Martha
Stewart. This is the kind of television that puts entertainment in the
surreal category.
The cooking battle show really was born with Iron Chef — the
RULJLQDORQHQRWWKH$PHULFDQUHmake featuring William Shatner.
$PHULFDZDVODWHWRWKHFRRNRII 
shows, but now cable television is
besieged by cupcake wars and cake
bosses. There are entire channels
devoted to giving people three
ingredients and an hour to cook.
Typically, the judges are famous
food critics. Martha and Snoop
had actor Seth Rogen and rapper
Wiz Kalifa deciding whose fried
chicken was the best.
$IWHUDUROOLQJ'-LQWUR6QRRS
and Martha came out. Then Snoop
whipped up a pineapple gin and
juice drink. Seth Rogen was on
Snoop’s team and Wiz Kalifa was
on Martha’s as they battled it out
for fried chicken cooking mastery.
The winner got to claim a championship belt.
There was a general awkwardness that lingers in the air with this
show. That’s part of the charm.
The sight of Wiz Kalifa mixing

XS ÁRXU ZLWK 0DUWKD 6WHZDUW LV
something else. The fourth wall
was clearly broken and the audience at home and in the studio are
all in on the joke.
The really great thing about
this broadcast is that it still takes
what it is doing seriously. Martha
and Snoop could descend into
chaos and constant pot smoking
references, but it restrains itself.
I wonder if the studio audience
thought it was really participating
in some kind of elaborate practical joke. “Surprise this isn’t real,
this is just another Wayne Brady
show!”
However, the audience was
brimming with excitement for this
new entertainment powerhouse
combo. Move over Kim and
Kayne, there’s a new super duo on
television.
The show is fearless in its execution. Snoop’s side of the stage
complements his vibe, Martha’s
complements hers. There were
moments of strange pauses in
conversation and pre-scripted
xaviernewswire.com
jokes, but when the cooking gets
rolling, the show really shines.
Watching this taught me that
Scottish immigrants brought
IULHGFKLFNHQWR$PHULFD0DUWKD
6WHZDUW PHQWLRQHG WKDW $IULFDQ
$PHULFDQV FRQWULEXWHG WR WKH
recipe and made it better, further
SURRI WKDW$PHULFDUHDOO\EHQHÀWV

Photo courtesy of youtube.com

0DUWKD6WHZDUW OHIW DQG6QRRS'RJ ULJKW SUHPLHUHGWKHLUFRRNLQJVKRZRQ1RYDQGGUHZPLOOLRQYLHZHUV

from cross-cultural contributions.
/DWHULQWKLVÀQHELWRI WHOHYLsion, Ice Cube arrived as a surprise
guest. Snoop said grace, followed
by eating and conversation.
Snoop conceded that the brine
Martha used gave her chicken a
good taste. Martha Stewart even

opened up about going to jail.
This show crosses generations
and heals wounds. The winner of
the contest was both of them and
television for putting this on the
air.
Everything concluded with
DQ $QGHUVRQ 3DDN SHUIRUPDQFH

I can’t recommend Martha and
Snoop’s Potluck Dinner enough.
We need more television like
this. Tune in, have viewing parties. Tell your friends, watch it
with your family. Finally, we have
reached peak entertainment. Let’s
celebrate it.
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BY CLARE DUNN

Guest Writer
I think at this point in my life, I’m most
JUDWHIXOIRUP\FDSDELOLWLHV$VDÀQHDUWVPDjor and writing minor, I think my creativity is
one of my strongest characteristics. Without
critical thinking, however, that creativity can
be a little bit too unhinged.
My education is the main thing that I’m
trying to expand. That expansion of knowledge is what gives me opportunities that I
am extremely grateful for. This past summer,
I was able to go to Arrowmont for a week
thanks to a scholarship set up by the Xavier
art department. I learned how to alter books
and do other creative exercises that help keep
the mind interested in producing. What I
learned there helped not only to broaden my
experiences and add to my resume, it has also
come in handy in my painting class—where
currently I’m working on another altered
book. I’m incredibly thankful to Kelly Phelps
and all of the art department staff for their
support and interest in my artistic growth and
development.
I’m also grateful to my friends for the

same reason. Their care and love is something
that I couldn’t do without. On my worst days,
their enthusiastic support for my ideas makes
me believe that my goals are valid. Displays
of their love include weekly Monday dinners
DW WKH FKHDSHVW SODFHV SRVVLEOH ÀOOHG ZLWK
laughter and good conversation, and simple
texts asking what I’m up to. Their consideration of my feelings, wants, and needs touches
me deeply and I am in awe of the care they
put into every interaction they have with me.
I wouldn’t consider this essay complete
without some mention of my family. My little
sisters, as moody as all three of us can be, have
always been a consistent source of positive interactions and laughter—usually involving
memes. My mother has been gracious enough
to go along with most of what I want to do.
She’s let me be an art major, for Christ’s sake!
She trusts me enough to make it work and I
am so very grateful for that. My father was
more hesitant, but the more he thinks about
how resourceful and “pragmatic” I am, the
more he warms up to my chosen future career.
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